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Connecting Vision and Natural Language: End-to-End Transformer-Based 
Dense Video Captioning with Context Gating and Joint Ranking 

Problem statement  

Dense video captioning aims to localize and describe events in a video using natural language. This 
problem can be tackled by splitting it into two parts: (i) detecting event proposals and, (ii) generating 
captions for each of these events. 

 

Figure 1. Dense Captioning (bottom right) originally introduced in [7] for images, involves generation of dense, rich annotations. 

However, current methods suffer from several drawbacks: 

• Inability to capture long-range dependencies from both the past and the future for event 
proposal and captioning: Most methods predominantly generate temporal event proposals 
in the forward direction and neglect future video context. For instance, while [3] uses a 
captioning module that utilizes the context from all the events from their proposal module, 
they only utilize past context for proposal prediction. To this end, [1] uses a multi-head 
attention mechanism while [2] and [4] utilize bidirectional LSTMs to effectively exploit both 
past and future contexts to make proposal predictions.  

• Using bidirectional-LSTMs rather than attention-based architectures: In [5], the authors 
show that attention-based architectures can outperform RNN-based techniques with 
significant performance improvements. [2] and [4] utilize bi-directional LSTMs. However, [1] 
uses a video encoder which is composed of multiple self-attention layers and uses multi-head 
attention for captioning. 

• End-to-end training v/s training with separation/alternation: [3] trains the proposal and 
captioning model alternately. On the other hand, end-to-end training as in [1] enables the 
event proposal model to be directly influenced by the language description and thus 
generates accurate descriptions. 
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• Limited captioning accuracy and diversity: [1] uses a Masked Transformer for caption 
generation, while [2] uses Temporal Dynamic Attention. However, [4] deploys an ensemble of 
three different caption models, viz., Vanilla Caption Model [8], Temporal Attention Caption 
Model [9] and Topic Guided Caption Model [10], to improve captioning accuracy and diversity. 

• Lack of handling parallel multi-events: Different events ending at (nearly) the same time are 
indistinguishable in the previous works, resulting in the same captions. [2] solves this problem 
by representing each event with an attentive fusion of hidden states from the proposal module 
and video contents (e.g., C3D features).  

Proposed idea 

This project presents a novel amalgamation of the best virtues of the above methods and thus 
addresses the above drawbacks. We propose an end-to-end transformer-based architecture that 
utilizes the following: 

• Attention-based architectures for video encoding, event proposals and captioning. 
Specifically, multi-head attention for past/future context-aware proposal predictions and 
caption generation.  

• End-to-end training to influence the event proposal model by the language description. 
• Using an ensemble of caption models to generate accurate and diverse captions. 
• Encoding the video input as a sequence of visual features to effectively handle parallel multi-

events. 
• Using a context gating mechanism to balance the contributions from the current event and 

its surrounding contexts dynamically. 
• To improve result confidence, we plan to utilize the joint ranking technique in [2] at inference 

time to select high-confidence proposal-caption pairs by accounting for both the proposal 
score and caption confidence. 

Dataset 

ActivityNet Captions [3] and YouCookII [6] are the two of the largest datasets with temporal event 
segments annotated and described using natural language, which we would be training and 
evaluating our model on.  

Results 

For initial results, we plan to evaluate our captioning performance on the validation set of ActivityNet 
Captions using ground truth event proposals. We aim to evaluate the end-to-end system by analyzing 
captioning performance using learned event proposals on both the validation and test set of 
ActivityNet Captions. We plan to measure the precision of our captions using traditional evaluation 
metrics: BLEU, METEOR and CIDEr. If time permits, we plan to experiment with the recipe generation 
benchmark on the YouCookII validation set. We expect our results to demonstrate that the proposed 
model achieves improved results compared to the current methods owing to the above state-of-the-
art techniques. 
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